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1. The goals of the thesis are evident and accomplished 8

2. Demands on the acquisition of additional knowledge or skills 9

3. Adequacy and the way of the methods used 9

4. Depth and relevance of the analysis in relation to goals 8

5. Making use of literature/other resources, citing 8

6. The thesis is a well-organised logical whole 9
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The student chose as his Bachelor’s Thesis topic a business plan for Dunkin’ Donuts Company. He divided his thesis into two 

parts theoretical and practical. In theoretical part the student describes various factors that need to be taken into account for a 

business to be successful, and methods of creating a business plan. In the practical part the student analyses Czech market 

opportunities for launching a restaurant business and legislation specifications, recommend location of Dunkin’ Donuts, 

conducts industry and market analysis and describes financial plan.

The student used appropriate methods to fulfil the bachelor thesis goal, he used appropriate citation style and the thesis is 

well outlined. However, I miss a bit more detailed analysis of financing such as breaking point. I recommend using tables and 

charts than plain paragraph to manifest the planned financial results.

I RECOMMEND this thesis to be defended.

Questions: What are the biggest threads you identified for opening a Dunkin’ Donuts Company?

 E V A L U A T I O N  O F  T H E  B A C H E L O R´S  T H E S I S

To provide an exact and accurate business plan for a «Dunkin' Donuts» franchise restaurant in Prague, Czech Republic

Business plan for opening a «Dunkin' Donuts» franchise restaurant in Prague
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